Major and Minor Scales
Part 3

**Bb Major**

Scales starting on a black key. The fingering used for the left hand in Bb major is used very often. You could learn this first!

4 1 2 3 1 2 3 4

**Bb Minor**

Right hand same fingering as in major.

3 2 1 4 3 2 1 3

**Eb Major**

Both hands have same fingering as in major. (Ab minor is here written as G#minor, since it has fewer accidentals- but they are enharmonic)

3 2 1 4 3 2 1 3

**Eb Minor**

Left hand same fingering as in major.

3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3

**Ab Major**

Both hands have same fingering as in major. (Ab minor is here written as G#minor, since it has fewer accidentals- but they are enharmonic)

G# Minor

Both hands have same fingering as in major. (Ab minor is here written as G#minor, since it has fewer accidentals- but they are enharmonic)

C# Major

Both hands have same fingering as in major. (Ab minor is here written as G#minor, since it has fewer accidentals- but they are enharmonic)

C# Minor

Left hand same fingering as in major.